
Bi-County Academic Contest             Intermediate Spelling List Grades 5-6 

abandon badger canary convention disrupt expert 
ability badminton candid convince distant explain 
absence baffle canopy cooperate disturbance extra 
accept balance capitalize corral diver extreme 
accident balcony capsized country division  
accomplish bandage careless courage document factor 
account barbershop carnival create dolphin factual 
accurate barracks carriage cricket donor faint 

ache barrel cashier crystal drainage familiar 
activate bathe catalog cucumber droop fantasy 
adjective battery caution cultivate dual farfetched 
adjust beacon cavern curiously dusk favorable 
admiral beautiful celebrate current dynamite feather 

admission behaved cement curtain dynasty ferment 
adoption bemused cemetery cushion  finally 
advantage betrayed centimeter customer easily fingerprint 
advertise bickering chapter cycle eclipse flabby 
advice blast charity declare education flammable 
affection bleachers chocolate decorate efficiency flashy 
aggravate bloodhound cinnamon decreased  elder flatter 

already blossom citizen defend election fleece 
ambulance blotch claims delicious elevator flimsy 
amend bluff clever dentist empire flown 
among blurry cluster department encouraged forbidden 
ample bother coach depend enforce forward 
angered bounce coarsely deposit engineer fountain 
antelope boundary collect derby enhance frankly 
anxious bracelet collide deserve enough fraud 
applied breach commander desire entertain freight 
approve breezy committee detach entirely fretful 
argument briefly common developer entrance frighten 
arrange broadcaster companion devise envelope frontier 
artichoke bronze compliment diagonal equator fugitive 
ashamed bruise computer dicker errand funeral 

askew burden confident dictionary escalator furniture 

assist burglar conflict difficult establish furry 

assorted burst confusion digestion evaluate  

astonished bushel connection digit evaporate gallant 

attract business conserve diploma exact gallop 

auction buzzard contact disappoint example gambling 

author  contemplate discontinue excellent gardener 

automobile cabinet continent discuss excitement garland 

average calendar continue disease expect garlic 

avoid campus contribute dislike 
expens
ive garment 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Gasket hideous jabber leisure miracle occupied 
gasped hindered jackrabbit lemonade mirror octagon 
general hinges jade license mischievous odorless 
geography hippopotamus jamboree likeness misused offend 

Ghetto hissing jangle linen modify operate 
Giggle historic jealous logical moist opposite 

gimmick hitchhike jetty lonesome monstrous option 
gladiator hoarding jitterbug loom monthly orally 

Glance hoedown jockey lotion moonlight orchard 
glimpse horizon joker lottery motion organize 
glitter hospitality journal lousy motivate original 

glory humid joust lovely muddled orphanage 
gopher hummingbird juggle lumpy mumps ought 

gossip humorous jury lunar musical ounce 
government hurricane justify luncheon mystery ourselves 
graceful hydrant jellyfish lyrics myths outbreak 
gravity     outgoing 

greasy identical keen macaroni national oval 

greedy ignite kerchief machinery  nature overcome 
grenade illusion kernel magician navigator overflow 
grouch imagine ketchup magnify necessity  

guardian implied kettle maimed  nectarine padlocks 
gutter importance kindergarten majorette needles pajamas 
guzzle impossible kindling majority neglected palette 

gymnasium improve knack mammoth neighboring parachute 

 incline knapsack manual neither paragraph 

haggle include knelt manufacture nephew pardon 

halibut incomplete knowing marginal nervous parents 

handkerchief increased knuckle materials nickel passage 
haphazard indent  mature nickname pattern 

happiness infantry labored meanwhile noble paunch 

harmony 
initials  
injury laminate measles noisy pavement 

haste inquire landscape measure nominate pedicure 

hauled insects lapel meditate normal pelican 

haywire inspection lapse melody notice perform 

hazy instant largely membership notify permanent 
headache instead latitude memorize novelty permission 

headquarters instructions lattice mention nugget permitted 

hearty interview laughter message numeral personal 
heavy introduce launch meteor  pesky 

helpful irregular leapfrog midget object pewter 

herald isolate leash midst oblong phase 

heroes itemize legendary minimize observation photocopy 

hesitate  legible minnow obtain pierced 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

police reflector simply temple upholstery wives  
porpoise regardless skeleton tension upright wonderful  

positive register sketchy territory urgent wrapped  

possible relative slither texture  wrench  
postpone reliable smidgen theme vacant wrongful  
poultry represent smirk thermometer vacuum   

precision resolve smuggle thimble vagabond yacht  

presented respond snazzy thirsty valuable yearning  

primary responsible source  thirteen vandalize yeast  
prisoner revolving spacious thought vanilla yogurt  
private rightful spade thousand vanishing youthful  

privilege rotation spirit threaten vaporize   

proceed rotten splendid thrilling venture zeal  
properly rubbish splintered tickle verbalize zebra  

proven rudder sprang tidy verdict zodiac  
provisions rumored sprinkle tilt verify zoom  

publish runaway squeeze timid version   

punctual rural standard tourist vibration   

purchase  stationary tournament vicious   

purpose salesperson statue tradition vigorous   

 salute stingy trample villain   
 satisfy strength translate vintage   

qualified scarcely strict traveler violate   

quarrel scatter struggle treatment violence   

quarterback scientist submarine treaty visual   

quartz scramble submit trimmed volcano   

questionable scratch suddenly trinket volume   

quietly screech suitable truly     

quitter screwdriver supreme trumpet waistband   

quotation scribble surplus tunnel wandering   

 search swiftly tweezers warehouse   

radiation secret swivel twilight warrant   

radiator seldom system twister wary   

raffle selection  typewriter watermelon   

rapidly selfish tadpole typical weakling   

rascal sensible tailor  wealthy   

rational separate tangled ukelele wean   

realize serious target ultimate wedge   

rebound servant tasty uncertain welfare   
 

 


